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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 
Semiannual Water Quality Data Report for Trail Ridge Landfill 

 
This semiannual water quality monitoring report was completed on behalf of the Trail Ridge Landfill 
(Trail Ridge) located in Jacksonville, Duval County, Florida.  The data reviewed were obtained during the 
routine semiannual detection monitoring event conducted in July 2010. The groundwater at Trail Ridge is 
monitored by thirty-seven wells including five background wells and three surface water sample points in 
accordance with Permit Number 0013493-010-SC. The groundwater wells are monitored semiannually 
for the parameters listed under Attachment 6 and Specific Condition 45 of the Permit.  The three surface 
water points are monitored semiannually for parameters listed under Attachment 9 and Specific Condition 
46 of the Permit. Leachate is monitored annually and reported during the 2nd semiannual sampling event 
for the parameters listed in Specific Condition 40 of the Permit. Condensate is discharged into the 
leachate collection system, which is monitored in accordance with the leachate sampling requirement. 
Therefore testing of gas condensate is no longer conducted.  
 
A detailed review of the monitoring data indicates that iron exceeded the Secondary Drinking Water Standard 
(SDWS) in samples from 26 of the 37 monitoring wells including all five background wells.  This finding is 
consistent with historical reports which show that the levels of iron in the groundwater at Trail Ridge result 
from the geochemical kinetics processes of soil minerals in groundwater and are characteristic of the 
groundwater in Duval County.  The pH of samples from 32 of the 37 wells was below the SDWS of 6.5 S.U., 
including four background wells (i.e., pH’s below 6.5 S.U. are naturally occurring).   Total dissolved solids 
was detected from one well (MWB-34(S)c) above the Secondary Drinking Water Standard (SDWS), which is 
consistent with the historical data. Consistent with the monitoring history, vanadium was detected from two 
wells (MWB-12(S)c and MWB-13(S)c) above the Groundwater Cleanup Target Level.   
 
Several VOCs were detected at MWB-2(S)c at trace levels slightly above laboratory detection limits but 
below the reporting limit and substantially below applicable groundwater standards. VOC’s detected at trace 
levels include 2-butanone, acetone, and toluene.  These concentrations are substantially below their respective 
groundwater standards. Toluene was also detected from MWB-2(S)c, MWB-2(I)c, and field blank below the 
report limit. These compounds are common field and laboratory contaminants. 
 
The field measured pH and dissolved oxygen of the surface water samples from both SW-1 and SW-2 
(background location) exceeded the Class III standard limits.  Calculated unionized ammonia concentration 
from SW-3 was above the Class III limit.  Beryllium was detected from SW-2 and mercury was detected from 
all surface water points below reporting limits but above their respective Class III standards. Iron from SW-1 
and SW-3 were also detected above the Class III standards. The remainder of the data meets the water quality 
standards.   
 
Overall, the data reported is consistent with the site’s overall groundwater quality and historical data.  The 
parameters detected at levels above applicable SDWS have been previously reported to the FDEP and there 
are no new exceedances requiring reporting under 62-701.510(7)a.   
 
Based on recent monitoring well inspections, all of the wells are maintained in good condition.  Surface seals, 
protective casings, well caps, and well locks are in-place and in proper condition at each well to ensure that 
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samples collected from the wells are representative of the aquifer.  Trail Ridge will continue to closely 
monitor the facility and evaluate the water quality data obtained during detection monitoring.  
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 
This semiannual groundwater monitoring report is submitted on behalf of the Trail Ridge Landfill (Trail 
Ridge) located in Jacksonville, Florida.  Trail Ridge is located to the west of US Highway 301 South, in the 
western portion of Duval County, Florida.  It is located at 5110 U.S. Highway 301 South in Baldwin, Florida.  
The landfill is about 4 1/2 miles southwest of the intersection of US 301 and I-10. Trail Ridge is an active 
municipal solid waste landfill owned by the City of Jacksonville and operated by Waste Management.  
Operation of the Landfill is in accordance with Permit Number 0013493-017-SO, issued September 16, 2009 
and the applicable provisions of previous permits.  
 
The data submitted in this groundwater quality assessment were obtained during the routine semiannual 
detection-monitoring event conducted on July 16-18, 2010. During this monitoring period, groundwater 
wells were monitored for the parameters listed in Attachment 6 of the permit.  In conjunction with the 
groundwater monitoring, surface water samples were collected and analyzed for the parameters listed in 
Attachment 9 of the permit. 
 
The groundwater and surface water monitoring program at Trail Ridge incorporates monitoring elements 
to provide environmental protection during site operation and after landfill closure.  All field work, 
sampling methodologies, data evaluation, data QA/QC, and laboratory analyses were conducted in 
accordance with the site permit, and the sample team and National Environmental Laboratory 
Accreditation Conference (NELAC) standards.  
 
1.1 Background 
 
As identified in the following tables, 37 wells comprise the facility’s routine groundwater monitoring system 
with an additional nine wells that are maintained but only sampled if required for assessment monitoring.  
Five of the 37 wells are designated background wells, seven wells are designated detection wells and 25 are 
designated as compliance wells.  An additional nine compliance wells are part of the permitted groundwater 
monitoring network but in accordance with Specific Condition 45 of the permit not utilized unless required for 
assessment monitoring. Monitoring well designations are shown in the following tables. 
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Location Well ID 

Background  
MWB-2(S)b, MWB-2(I)b  
MWB-3(S)b, MWB-3(I)b  
MWB-31(D)b  

Phase I Compliance 

MWB-7(S)c, MWB-7(I)c, MWB-7(D)c  
MWB-11(S)c, MWB-11(IR)c  
MWB-12(S)c, MWB-12(I)c, MWB-12(D)c  
MWB-19(S)c, MWB-19(I)c, MWB-19(D)c  
MWB-20(S)c  
MWB-21(S)c  
MWB-22(S)c 

Phase II Compliance MWB-17(S)c, MWB-17(I)c, MWB-17(D)c 

Phase III & Phase IV Compliance MWB-13(S)c, MWB-13(I)c 

Phase III Detection MWB-33(S)d  
MWB-34(S)d MWB-34(I)d, MWB-34(D)d 

Phase V Compliance MWB-27(S)c, MWB-27(I)c, MWB-27(D)c  
MWB-29(S)c, MWB-29(I)c, MWB-29(D)c  

Phase V Detection MWB-32(S)d, MWB-32(I)d, MWB-32(D)d 
 
Specific Condition 45: These wells shall be maintained but will not be utilized unless required for 
assessment monitoring. 

Location Well ID 
Phase I Compliance MWB-14(S)c, MWB-14(I)c, MWB-14(D)c 
Phase III & Phase IV Compliance MWB-23(S)c 
Phase IV Compliance MWB-24(S)c,  

MWB-25(S)c, MWB-25(I)c, MWB-25(D)c,  
MWB-26(S)c 

 
The monitoring wells are installed around the perimeter of the landfill and are screened in three zones 
within the Surficial Aquifer (Shallow, Intermediate, and Deep zones). The monitoring wells are sampled 
and analyzed semiannually for the parameters listed in Attachment III of the permit.  Sampling is required 
by permit to be conducted prior to March 30, and September 30 of each year, with reports submitted to 
the FDEP for each sampling period no later than April 15 and October 15 each year.  
 
Surface water flow at the site mimics topography, with runoff in a predominantly eastward direction and 
drainage features trending west-east. There are three surface water monitoring sites (designated SW-1, 
SW-2, and SW-3). Monitoring location SW-1 is located in a wetland, approximately 200 feet east of the 
landfill’s stormwater retention pond. Monitoring location SW-2 is located in a west-east trending 
drainage feature, approximately 500 feet north of the landfill. SW-2 is considered a background sampling 
location, since it does not receive run-off directly from the landfill area. SW-3 is a new monitoring point 
established under the permit issued September 16, 2009 and is located in the existing stormwater pond 
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approximately 700 feet east of the landfill boundary.  SW-3 is collected at the discharge point if actively 
discharging or at the center of the pond if there is no discharge.  In accordance with Chapter 62-701, 
FAC, surface water monitoring is performed on a semiannual basis in conjunction with the groundwater 
monitoring schedule.  
 
In accordance with Specific Condition 40 of the operating permit, leachate is sampled and analyzed annually 
prior to September 30.  Leachate collection pipes that lie on top of the primary liner terminate at the leachate 
collection sumps. These sumps also collect any leachate flowing along the secondary leak detection system. 
The sump is designed so that the leachate from the primary and secondary systems is separated. Therefore, it 
is necessary to have two pumps in each sump, one for the primary leachate collection system and one for the 
secondary leachate collection system. Two samples are collected, a composite sample (from tanks 1-5 
designated LCS) and a sample of secondary leachate collection system (tank 6 designated LDSS).  The 
leachate is pumped from the sumps through primary and secondary force mains to six 20,000-gallon storage 
tanks. Tanks 1 through 5 (interconnected) receive the leachate collected from all of the primary leachate 
collection sumps via one force main. Tank 6 receives leachate that is pumped through a separate force main 
from the secondary leachate collection sumps. Previous sampling procedures required sampling of all six 
tanks. However, since tanks 1 through 5 contain the same leachate, sampling procedures were modified during 
the 1997 permit renewal for the site to the collection of two (2) samples (one for the secondary leachate 
collection tank and one composite sample of the five primary leachate collection tanks).  
 
In accordance with Specific Condition 38 of the current permit, gas condensate is discharged into the leachate 
collecting system and testing of condensate is no longer required.  
  
In a letter dated June 15, 2004, FDEP concurred with the site Contamination Evaluation Plan and follow-
up letter requesting that the site return to Detection Monitoring and to terminate sampling of the 
compliance wells.  As reported previously, these compliance wells will not be sampled during future 
events unless otherwise required by the FDEP, and the site has returned to detection monitoring. 
 
2.0 GROUNDWATER MONITORING DATA 
 
The following section contains an evaluation of the groundwater monitoring data.  The groundwater data from 
each of the compliance wells is compared to the background groundwater quality and the applicable water 
quality standards.  
 
Professional Technical Support Services, Inc. (Pro-Tech) conducted the field activities at the Trail Ridge, 
in which groundwater elevation data, field measurements, and samples for laboratory analyses were 
collected.  Columbia Analytical Services performed the laboratory analyses. The laboratory reports for the 
groundwater samples are included in Appendix A.  
 
2.1 Field Data 
 
On July 20 to 21, 2010, Pro-Tech performed the field activities at the Trail Ridge.  The field 
measurements, sample collection, and sample preservation were conducted in accordance with Rule 62-
160, F.A.C. and the FDEP Standard Operating Procedures (DEP-SOP-001/01).  Prior to purging (on 
February 16th), depth to water and water level elevations were recorded to the nearest hundredth of a foot 
from a surveyed reference datum.  The water level measurements were utilized for determining water 
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volumes in the well casing and used to determine groundwater flow direction and gradient at the site 
(Figures 1-3).  Water levels were collected within the same day prior to sampling. 
 
The average horizontal gradient across the site indicates that groundwater flow directions and gradients in 
the three zones are very similar, with the deep zone on average, having a slightly flatter gradient than the 
shallow and intermediate zones. There were no obvious seasonal trends in gradient fluctuations. As noted 
in previous reports, groundwater flow direction in all three zones is predominantly eastward. Current data 
reflects little change or variation in flow direction in any of the three zones. 
 
Bladder pumps were used to evacuate a volume (3.06 to 11.6 gallons) of water from within each 
monitoring well.  Following completion of purging activities, samples were collected from the wells using 
the bladder pumps.  During sampling, field parameters including dissolved oxygen, pH, temperature, 
turbidity, specific conductance, and physical characteristics of the water samples, as well as the 
meteorological conditions at the time of sampling were noted on the field forms with the field data 
(Appendix A).  Following collection of samples into laboratory provided containers and ice chests.  The 
samples were forwarded to the contract laboratory under signed chain of custody documentation.  Trip 
blanks were submitted for laboratory analyses with the samples.   

A review of the field data shows that the field pH levels of the groundwater samples collected from four 
background wells and twenty-seven compliance wells were below the lower limit of SDWS (pH 6.5) 
except in one background well (MWB-31(D)b) and five compliance wells (MWB-7(D)c, MWB-12(D)c, 
MWB-19(D)c, MWB-27(S)c, and MWB-34(D)c.  Four of these wells are deep surficial groundwater 
wells and one is shallow surficial groundwater well. Based on historical data, these pH levels are 
characteristic of the site. 

Sample turbidity at one shallow Surficial well (MWB-2S) and one intermediate Surficial well (MWB-
29I) was above 20 NTU’s. 
 
2.2 Laboratory Parameters 
 
The groundwater samples collected from the site were transferred to Columbia Analytical Services 
(located in Jacksonville, FL) for analysis. The laboratory analyses including the quality control 
procedures were conducted in accordance with Rule 62-160, F.A.C.  Samples submitted were analyzed 
within the required holding times, unless otherwise noted in the laboratory reports. Quality controls 
exceedances are discussed in the narrative portion of the laboratory reports for each lot of samples 
analyzed (Appendix A). The monitoring parameters were compared to the groundwater quality standards 
as designated in 62-550.310 and 62-550.320, F.A.C.   
 
A review of the groundwater data notes that: 

• total iron exceeded the FDEP’s SDWS of 300 μg/L at all five background monitoring wells and 
twenty-one compliance/detection wells (MWB-7(I)c, MWB-11(S)c, MWB-11(IR)c, MWB-12(I)c, 
MWB-12(D)c, MWB-13(S)c, MWB-13(I)c, MWB-17(I)c, MWB-17(D)c, MWB-19(I)c, MWB-
19(D)c, MWB-27(S)c MWB-27(I)c, MWB-27(D)c, MWB-29(S)c, MWB-29(I)c, MWB-29(D)c, 
MWB-32(D)d, MWB-33(S)d, MWB-34(I)d, and MWB-34(D)d). Iron concentrations from most 
shallow surficial wells (MWB-7(S)c, MWB-12(S)c, MWB-17(S)c, MWB-19(S)c, MWB-20(S)c, 
MWB-21(S)c, MWB-22(S)c, MWB-32(S)c, and MWB-34(S)c) met the SDWS. Iron concentrations 
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have historically been reported above the SDWS at this site and are considered to be reflective of 
natural groundwater conditions in the area.  High iron levels detected are believed to be soluble and 
are unlikely related to turbidity at most wells because sample turbidity is less than 20 NTU’s except at 
two wells (MWB-02S and MWB-29I). The relatively high iron concentrations associated with a 
neutral pH in the deeper surficial groundwater is likely due to groundwater reduction, in which 
microbes degrade organic matter and pass free electron to ferric iron where dissolved oxygen has 
been relatively depleted. As a result, iron transformed from insoluble ferric form into a soluble ferrous 
form by accepting free electron (e) and proton under a reduced groundwater condition:  

 
Fe(OH)3 + H+  + e = Fe(OH)2 + H2O 

 
Groundwater reduction resulted in shifting groundwater pH from an acidic state to a neutral state 
(near pH 7). 

 
• Vanadium was also detected in samples from two wells (MWB-12(S)c and MWB-13(S)c) at levels 

above the GCTL, which is consistent with historic results. 
 
No other parameters were detected at levels above applicable groundwater standards. No VOCs were 
detected above the detection limits except 2-butanone, acetone and toluene at MWB-2(S)c, which were 
detected at trace levels below the reporting limits and well below the Groundwater Cleanup Target Limits 
(GCTL).  Toluene was also detected at MWB-2(I)c and Field Blank below the reporting limit. These 
compounds are common field and laboratory contaminants. 

 
3.0 SURFACE WATER MONITORING DATA 
 
The following section contains an evaluation of the surface water monitoring data.  The surface water data is 
compared to the applicable water quality standards.  The laboratory reports and field forms for the surface 
water samples are included in Appendix B.  
 
A review of the surface water data notes that none of the volatile organic compounds (VOCs) monitored for 
were detected above the laboratory reporting limits.   The following details compounds detected above Class 
III Surface Water Standards (Chapter 62-302, FAC).   
 
• Consistent with historical data, field measured dissolved oxygen and pH for SW-1 and SW-2 (the 

background location) were below the Class III Surface Water Standard of 5.0 mg/L and 6.0 SU, 
respectively.  

• Fecal Coliform counts at SW-2 and SW-3 were 380 cfu/100 ml and 320 cfu/100 ml, respectively, 
which are above the Class III standard of 200 MPN (Monthly Average), but are below the 800 
MPN maximum on any one day criteria, which are consistent with the historical results.   

• Turbidity (173 NTU) at SW-3 was above the Class III standard, which was consistent with the past 
result.  

• Consistent with the historic results, the detected iron concentrations at SW-1 and SW-3 were above 
the Class III standard (1 mg/L).  Iron detected at SW-3 is likely associated with a high turbidity.  

• Trace levels of mercury was detected at levels below the reporting limit at all three surface water 
sampling locations. However, these levels were above the Class III standard (0.012 µg/L). 
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• Beryllium from SW-2 was detected below the reporting limit, but was above the Class III standard 
(0.13 µg/L annual average), which is consistent with the historic results 

• The calculated un-ionized ammonia concentration at SW-3 was above the Class III standard of 0.02 
mg/L. The calculated un-ionized ammonia concentration increased with both ammonia-N and pH 
of the surface water sample.   

 
All other surface water data are below applicable surface water standards and are consistent with the 
historical data obtained. 
 
 
4.0 LEACHATE MONITORING DATA 
 
In accordance with Specific Condition 40 of the permit, leachate is sampled annually prior to September 
30 for parameter listed Specific Condition 40 of the Permit.  Gas condensate is now discharged into the 
leachate; and condensate testing is no longer required. Leachate samples (LCS and LDSS) were sampled 
on July 21st, 2010 and transported to Columbia Analytical Services for analysis. The laboratory report is 
provided in Appendix C. Review of the leachate data indicated that none of the parameters detected were 
above any limits listed under 40 CFR Part 261.24. 
 
5.0 SUMMARY 
 
The data obtained during this semiannual monitoring event at the Trail Ridge are generally consistent with the 
historical data.  No groundwater parameters were detected above the PDWS during this sampling event. The 
groundwater parameters detected at levels above applicable SDWS have been previously reported to the 
FDEP and there are no new exceedances requiring reporting under 62-701.510(7)a.  Total iron and pH for 
most groundwater samples (including background samples) routinely exceeded SDWS for most wells. These 
detections are consistent with background water quality.  
 
The field measured pH, dissolved oxygen, and turbidity, and laboratory measured iron, unionized ammonia, 
and fecal coliform for one or more surface water locations were above the respective Class III standards. 
Beryllium from SW-2 and mercury from all three surface water locations were detected below the reporting 
limits; but above the Class III standard. The low pH has been historically detected in both up and down stream 
surface water samples; and is not considered a result of site activities. The remainder of the data is below 
applicable groundwater or surface water quality standards and is consistent with the historical data. The 
monitoring well network continues to adequately monitor the landfill.  





Figures 
 

Figure 1 Groundwater Contour Map Shallow Wells - Trail Ridge Landfill 
Figure 2 Groundwater Contour Map Intermediate Wells - Trail Ridge Landfill 
Figure 3 Groundwater Contour Map Deep Wells - Trail Ridge Landfill 
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Laboratory Report – Groundwater Sample Points with Field Data Sheets 
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o Turbid o Inadequate
--
~. Clear ~OK
o Turbid o Inadequate

~l Clear 51 OK
o Turbid o Inadequate

lk) Clear IIEl OK
o Turbid 0 Inadequate

RJ Clear I[1jOK
o Turbid 0 Inadequate

gJ dear I[Zl OK
o Turbid 0 Inadequate

r:g Clear 11?51 OK
o Turbid . 0 Inadequate

I'''''r . '::;"", .", ·"'"'~·~r. I r· "!;:><.,'-1 "tit (hI <"I-"'I~.'f"1t

NS·,.-DS

!'.\Cii/;)..:.)

*- Note ponding water, weep holes, or any other inforrnati on pertaining to well condition. Provide additional details on listed items.
Return this form to site manager and/or Cornptaince ManagerfEngin~r
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.. ."

~'0L0(~

A ~!~~-t~-.J L,c. -:~,



............~'\\t\li~I't'I,~~
.~~ ~~A-..Qrll.'1!~'r

WELL CONDITION SUMMARY
Site: lI:<'A iLK I D G. C Personnei» f't-~AgJ'C',Od«.· ('P&'-i (t?,A(Y)-.::f"it\'.JAti

---~ OK II;tI OK . 1~l OK 1!2il Yes

I ..f'Yiy.,~'15-..1 3. :r;, ·10 Dama1Jed·lO·Damaged D inadequat~lO "No

Page L. of~'

•til II11II1-
'~fD IGA'~1)

~<..p.DP <'-1<. ..
1\)1'f'\p

Date: "1- ~ Z-C-.~ II:>
····t· . _.. "' .

('t) \A.1'B \ 1.5
IEJ OK IE6l OK I[ll Yes

o Damaged tJ Inadequate 0 No

!2;J OK

o Damaged

~.~::dl~~~d~uate

\ " I~ Clear tl8;J OK

o Turbid 10 Inadequate.

\"(l\.~B\ '::r: '1:
'f61 OK ~ OK 1:0. Yes 1

\\

o Damaged o Inadequate 0 No

I?;] 01< ~ OK o .Yes I \\

o Damaged o Inadequate DNa

t,\QOK '~ OK ~, Yes I \'

o Damaged o Inadequate DNa

t6l,OK :~ OK 'GZI'Yes I \ \

-- 'o Damaged o Inadequate DNa
'18] OK :i! OK §l Yes I \.\

o Damaged 0 Inadequate o No I

.~., I~:doqU,te
~ Yes I \\

ONe

2J OK

o Damaged

(r'l viB \'=t 1>

£V1L.,.JP~ ~,S

""",.",-~ '"" "T:il>,0", t::) ..:::,-._.-~

f('\'v~ 13 ~3\ b

f"\ v.l \S :3 ''\ -S'

~ OK

D Damaged

~ OK

o Damaged

I'g]i< OK

o Damaged

!Xl OK

o Damaged

E;j OK

o Damaged

"1,52J Clear. '15J OKo .Turbid OInadeqiJate

,I6J Clear 11XJ; OK

D Turbid .d Inadequate

'~:d]g ~n:dequate

Zl dear I-ESI' OK

o Turbid 0 Inadequate

1m dear \E)'OKo Turbid 0 Inadequate

~ dear I£S1 OKo Turbid 0 Inadequate

fY.•.•~\~3 k\ .....\-

f(\ v·~'3 3 ~\-D

(Sg OK JOOI< £JOK m Yes
o Damaged o Damaged o Inadequate [j No

OK J~ OK ~ Yes I \ \

D Damaged o Damaged 0 Inadequate o No

1m Clear \-El OK

o Tumid 0 Inadequate

':bW dear I-en OKo Tumid . 0 Inadequate

* Note ponding water, weep holes, or any other information pertaining to well condition. Provide additional details on listeditems.
Retum this form to site manager and/or Cornplaince ManagerlEngioef!r
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WELL CONDITION SUMMARY
Site: Tt~A\L. K It)(,:: Personne;»f\l-~ Ar?JnCdf.. ('i?>&'-i /?Arry::ri."A'tiAt!

":'J'
. Page~' of~1I1l1lt_Date. .1111111_

I$l OK ~ OKkJ OK .~ Yes '~<..p.,DP;:~

1-· f\"\'v~2)C>2,t::>-Slo fJama<]ed- '0' Tiamagiif D Inadequate[] No -e", 1Y'. p

f,,', , \':~ '3'";> «e ~ -lJ r.....~. ~.J

.~',"~\ L.\\~-\i._-·'~ Lt ..G,.' 'D"\

m Gear \l@ OK

o Turbid 0 Inadequate

El <lear t ILiJOK

o Turbid I0 Inadequate,

t~'~/G1-,1:

OK If2J OK GLl OK

Damaged 10 Damaged o Inadequate

OK If£] OK l&lOK'<.j

Damaged I0 Damaged o Inadequate

OK IIR:l OK .' OK

Damaged 0 Damaged o Inadequate

&J
o
f4]
[j

Ij)
o
:E] OK

o Damaged

'f4I OK
o Damaged

l?SI. OK

o Damaged

I~ OK

o Damaged

1161 OK

o Damaged

~ OK

o Damaged

ft"\ \.,~,2:, ':} .5

\'f\ v::' 'B 3 '2 :.i~>

',\

~OK

o Damaged Inadequate

[Xl Yes

o No
-
JEJ, Yes

DNo
-
![I ,Yes

DNo
-
~. Yes

DNo
-
[J' Yes

DNa
-
!g Yes

DNa

\ \

IV\\/;;' B =}0

\",

\\

~ Clear 'In;) OKo Turbid n Inadequate

··0 Clear Ikl OK
0' Turbid 0 Inadequate

f-l\ \,.:>~ \ "'~S
'64
o

OK 1J2Q OK

Damaged 10 Inadequate

\\ ~~ Clear lEJ OK

o Turbid 10 Inadequate

~\'\<-~'6\<\ ",!.

r;aa<
o

\\ ffi' Oear IIRl OKo Turbid 0 Inadequate

\-,"\ ,~,~,\3, \ q, "D

mOK
Damaged I0 Inadequate

.~ OK

o
lS£l Oear I'~OKo Turbid O·Inadequate

\") v-J B :5 'Z. D

,® OK 10. OK

o Dama~D

\ ""
[] Clear I'ts] 'oK
o Turbid 0 Inadequate
-
[Q Oear I~OK

[2;] Turbid 0 Ir'\adequate
-

. \gl] aear I£§l OK

o Turbid ' 0 Inadequate

* Note pondinq water,weep holes, or any other informati on pertaining to well condition. Provide additional details on-listeditems.
Return this form to site manager and/or Complaince Manager/Engin~r

~ Yes

ONoInadequate

1?,JOK 121 OK m Yes I \

o Damaged o Inadequate [j No

~lOK ,l&l,OK ' , I \, '
"'"_\ Yes

o Damaged 0 Inadequate o No
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WELL CONDITION SU'MMARY
Personnel)) f\t~ Af?f0c,Yz' /'r>&.....i (@fY)::r~?'A)if-\tl

Page .L\

-- r~~~t-
~ OK ~ OK B OK E1 Yes . '&'-f»D ..PcR
,0·Damaged- -EJ~maged" U Inadequat~' t:r No "PI) ~ P ,f'f\y,)(35 '3 .:s

Site: T(~A \L.: K I'D G, {:

~~flIIMI
.[2;j aearl [619K ",...o Turbid -0 Inadequate

I2J~OK @OK t;J OK 18 Yes I \\
f'{\vJ '\~'e \ .5 10' Damaged o Damaged o Inadequate o No

I~,OK 'R1 a.: ~ OK I, \P,\

E),Yes
/"0",,2>6 \ G S . 10 Damaged 0 Damaged o Inadequate DNo

OK '~ OK (s;JOK ' I \\129, .Yes
('0Iv-/\5,\ 1...-1:' 10 Damaged o Damaged o Inadequate 01'10

0- OK ~OK -ED OK m, Yes
I \\

f"'\I--S::') \ '2.. 'D 10 Damaged o Da~ o Inadequate DNo

o OK OOK OOK Dyes

o Damaged o Damaged o Inadequate DNo
o OK OOK o OK o Yes

o Damaged o Damaged o Inadequate DNo
o OK DOK OOK o Yes
o Damaged o Damaged :0 Inadequate ONo
o OK OOK 001< o Yes

o Damaged o Damaged o Inadequate [j No

o OK OOK ,0 OK o Yes

o Damaged o Damaged 0 Inadequate o No

J2l, Clear [dOK
o Turbid o Inadequate ,

l§J Clear ' 8l. OK

o Turbid o InadeqUate

.~ Clear ,~,OKo Turbid o Inadequate
--
,la' Oear .8J OK

o Turbid o Inadequate

0' Clear OOK
o Turbid o Inadequate

o Oear OaK
o Turbid o .Inadequate

o dear ID'OKo Turbid 0' Inadequate

o Clear 10 OKo Turbid 0 Inadequate

o Clear lOOK'o Turbid ' 0 rnadequate

* Note ponding water,weep holes, or any other information pertarni~gt~v.,tell condition. Provide additional deteils on listeditems.
Return this formto site manager and/or Complaince Manager/Engin~r



DEP-SOP-001/01
fT 1000 General FieldTesting and Measurement

Form FD i9000-8: FIELD INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION RECORDS
INSTRUMENT (MAKE)MODEL#) MPINNA HI'] <c, (.1> INSTRUMENT # 1<.5"-\3 ()
PARAMETER: [cneoksonty one)

o TEMPERATURE 0 CONDUCTIVITY 0 SALINITY DpH DORP

o TURBIDITY i 0 RESIDUAL CI 18'00 0 OTHER --..,., _

STANDARDS: (Specify ~hetype(s) of standards used for calibration, the origin of the standards, the standard
values, and the date thesfandards were prepared or purchased]

Standard A $A'Vo/'A'\i!"'C> A\ R
Standard B __ --+1 _

Standard C __ -+__ ~ -------

'8.c, q ().tl~'1- '(&'5 ...ti .., n~

ti· . \ 2.t:, 8.02,c~.).e.:'~'. .0 q"\.'.-".i,-.11"l'_~'L] A "/'';:;>-$ (';:,';:·-ro.c s

Revision Date: February 1, 2004



DEP-SOP-001!01
FS 2200 Groundwater Sampling

Table FS 2200-2
Dissolved oxygen Saturation

TEMP D.O~ mglL TEMP D.O. mgfL TEMP D.O. mgl~ TEMP D.O. m9lL
,deg C SAT. 20% deg C SAT. 20% deg C SAT. 20% deg C SAT. 20%.,

15,0 10.084 2.0,17 , 19,0, ' 9.276 1,855 23.0' 8.578 1.716 27.0 7.968 1".594

15.1 10.062 2.012 19.1 9.258 1:852 23,1 8.562 1,712 27.1 7.954 1:591

15,2 10.040 2.005 19.2 9.239 1,848 23.2 8.546 1.7(i)9 27.2 7.940 1.588
15.3 10.01 9' 2.004 19.3 9.220 1.844 23,3 8.530 1.7ep6 27.3 7.926 1.585
15.4 9.997 1.999 19.4 9.202 1.840 23.4 ' 8.514 1.703 27.4 7.912 1.582

15.5 9.976 1.995 19.5 9.184 1.837 23.~ 8.498 1.700 27.5 7.S98 1.580
, 15.6 '9.955 1.991 19.6 9.165 1.833 23.6 8.482 1.6~6 27.6 1.884 1.577

15.7 9.934 1.987 19.7 9.147 1.829 23.7 8.466 1.6~3 27.7 7,870 1.574
15.8 ' .' 9.912 1.982 19.8 9.129 1,826 23.8 " 8.450 1.6~O ,.27.8 7.856 1.571
15.9 9.891 1.978 19.9 9.111 1,822 23.9 8.434 1.~~7 27.9 7.842 1:568
16,0 9.870 1.974 20.0 9.092 1.818 24,0 8.418 1.684 28.0 7.828 1.566
16.1 9.849 1.970 20.1 9.074 ' 1.815 24.1 8.403 1.6$1 28.1 7.814 1.563
16.2 9.829 1.966 20.2 9.656 1.811 24.2 8.387 '1,67;7 28.2 7.800 1.560
16,3 9.808 1.962 20.3 9.039 1.808 24,3 8,371 1.67(4 28.3 7.786 1.55,7
16.4 9.787 1.957 ~O.4 9:021 1.804 24.4 8.356 1.671 28.4 7,773 1.555
16.5 9.767 1.953 20.5 9.003 1.801 24.5 8.340 1:6$8 28.5 7.759 1.552
16.6 9.746 1.949, 20.6 8.985 . 1.797 24.6 8.325 1.6q5 ·28.6 7.745. 1.549
16.7 9.726 1.945 20.7 8.968 1.794 24.7 8.309 1.6q2 . 28.7 7.732 1.546
.16.8 9.705 1.941 20.8 a,950 1.790 .24.8 8,~94 1.659 28.8 7.718 1.544
16.9 9.685 1.937 20.9 8.932 . . 1,786 24.9 8.279 1.6~6 28.9 7.705 1.541
17.0 9.665 1.933 '21.0 8.915 1,783 25.0 8.263 1.6q3 29.0 7.691 1.538
17,1 9.645 1.929 21,1 8:898 1.780 25.1 8.248 . 1.65/0 29.1 7.678 1.536
17.2 9.62~ 1.925 21.2 8.880 1:776 25.2 8.233 1·647 29.2 7.664 1.533
17.3 . .9.605 1.921 21.3 ·8.863 1.773 25.3·· 8.218 1.6<l,4 29.3 7.651 1.530
17.4 9.585 1.917 21.4 8.$46 1.769 25A 8.203 1·641 29,4 7.638 1.528
17.5 9.565 1.913 21.5 . 8.829 1.766 25.5 8.188 1.6~8 29.5 7.625 1.525
17.6 9.545 1.909 21.6 8.812 1.762 25.6 8.173 1.6~5 29.6 7.611 1.522
17.7 9.526 1.905 21.7 8,794 1.759 25.7 8.158 1.6~2 29.7 7.598 1.520
17.8 9.506 1.901 21.8 8.n7 1.755 ,25.8· . 8.143 1.6~9 29.8 7.585 1,517
17.9 9.486 1.897 21.9 . 8.761 1.752 25.9 8.128 1.6~6 29,9 7.572 1.514
18.0 9.467 1.893 22.0 8.744 1.749 26.0 8.114 1.62;3 30.0 7.559 1.512
18.1 9.448 1.890 22.1 8.727 1.745 26.1 8.099 1.6~O 30.1- 7.546 1.509
18.2 9.428 1.886 22.2 8.710 1,742 26.2 8.084 1.61:7 30.2 7.533 1.507
18.3 9.409 1.882 22.3 8.693 1.739 26.3 8.070 1,6t4 30.3 7.520 1.504
18:4 9.390 1.878 22.4 8.677 1.735 26.4 8.055 1.61!1 30.4 7.507 1,501
18.5 9.371, 1.874 . 22.5 8.660 1,732 26,5 8.040 1:60:8 30.5 7.494 1.4g9
18.6 9.352 1.870 22.6 ' 8.644 1.729. 26.6 8.026 ,1.60:5 30.6 7.481 1.496
18.7 9.333 1.867 22.7 8.627 . 1.725 26.7 ' 8.012 1:60;2 30.7 7.46,8 1.494
18.8 9.314 1.863 22.8 8.611 1.722 .26.8 7.99? 1,59:9 30.6 7.456 1:491
18.9 9..295 1.859 22.9 8.595 1.719. 26.9 7,983 _ 1,59;7 30.9 !.A4,3 1.4~$

Derived using the formula in Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater. Page 4-101, 18th Edition, 1992

Page 26 of 30 Revision Date: January 1. 2002



DEP-SOP-001/01
. FT 1000 General Field Testing and Measurement

,

Form F09000-8: FIELD INSTRUMENT CALlBRATIONl RECORDS
iNSTRUMENT (MAKE/MODEL#)I"\f.scl~r,nlf:r t "\1(.·.'<;.0 TprINSTR~MENT # ~~O1- t 03 tq

RARAMETER: [check onlv one]
o TEMPERATURE 0 CONDUCTIVITY 0 SALINITY 0 p~ 0 ORP

)(tTURBIDITY 0 RESIDUAL CI 0 DO . 0 9~HER ~ _

STANDARDS:. [Specify the type(s) of standards used for calibration, the origIn of t~e standards, the standard
v.alues,and the date the stan.dards were prepared or purchased]

Standard A 'ooc> r~-j\) H(.:.:5(;'f. N'Ylf'1 (. L~~"T~ ~cS"G"{ t''/.f': N oV 2. b ro

. Standard B ,c, 0 Nt,,,, t\F~·,~t-l"'.~I(.. L•••'T~ '\C-S 3L\ I!\"~f'~ N c'y' Z'OI 0

Standard C 0 \ c·Z k1Td. t-\~<- .•t:r{\\'f \(. LtI'~ ,,05(:. \ 6' ¥P: ~c" ,,"0 I 0

I::~~~"~;~~~jiJ:Jiilm~~;;:'iii.i!i::ii:w~~~,r.atj:~i:l;i:ii:'iJ[~1Wlg~)::~j:::::::!i/:i'lr6.i~~ii!!I!;;:ll:l.l·Bili:i:~i:il~~1~1~!:i~i:i!il.~i~:ll~I~I!i!i!!!!!j:lri'l1i:::!:
I' '.' . ,'\ \J'~. ,_ '. . . .' _",
he" \:.,'41'2.~,> ~ b 0 ~';, A" , b u- r " I-hi"'-", C $),t-.fL--_ I ",~r"", n- £}(.?\

In. I c.

\co 1 "
I

-

I
y?t;~ ~: .1)(0;:":'\~ ,l,; ~-r

I
!\o Q,- ~ YIf.;: .L~~,1" fJ·~~\,,·

.!

\C'cC;, IA..,'1<.- (: '\~ I U ~" Y. <i: .s .) (..0(71- iX'S\
~,~ I " ..•..•

~-j (~'.)o.;,~~·i ~~

i:«, ~L J t •• "- y~s (;.:,/:, {)~~

\1 \ I ~

iJd
A.

•!)

i
c,

Revis)on Date: February 1, 2004



DEP-SOP-001/01
FT 1000 General Field Testing and Measurement

Form FD 9000-8: FIELD INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION RECORDS
INSTRUMENT (MAKE/MODEL#) ~\ i\i"'h~A \-iT ~1B~3 INSTRUMENT # "+ ~:s;,~~0\ G

PARAMETER: [check only one}
o TEMPERATURE ~CONDUCTIVITY 0 SALINITY 0 pH DORP

o TURBIDITY 0 RESIDUAL CI 0 DO 0 OTHER _

STANDARDS: [Specify the type(s) of standards used for calibration, the origin of the standards, the standard
values, and the date the standards were prepared or purchased]

. II>'il 10 ~
StandardA ~i,\ "'''' nHf' t:~lv:'l.Ot'u")§d\;"l

Standard B It.\\ '3;1\)':; t..!~.I)\ll( €i-i.V.fl..~dl'~\~-"'f"",•....
Standard C

r:i::~"'~~&;:.···:"·ii[f~~rn~:::;:'i:~~~~:~6~::"':::::':':1'9iW~gl:.··::I·:':i'1'~1~~~·!·!::.!.i!·:il·BIQ,:i:::::::·~1~~1~1~·::··:::·:~\~:tl~8.M~·:::ll···:.:mll&'i:!:·:
, I. e; ,(~ 'i;. . \j ~ - .-- ') f)

Ie lo':i. ';1.", 0(... (.(. M 0- "1 f,.',}'\~,(';'.J.. >~ { "" S .l...jJ \ \~ l:. <t_~

(,..rt.'~,.1;z.Q
. , B u'·pj \ \ .- X '!!i•••• I -~, ( IOt:.;A~-")~".c. t:~., .~ _ -1 r,j\

I,.,k;,i 2.' L,::~r.~",,[ A ~'i IA (. ..,--- Y {f .:;' <-'b;-~.~' I D":{4.. 11'. v"t'i,l'";i

II>I,-.d .•.., \~i'J,
,', Y ~-j I p~~~-=4 . .t.t.-(. 'r ._- l.~t'~-r,;:.

----

Revision Date: February 1, 2004



DEP-SOP-'001/01
FT 1000 General Field Testing and Measurem~nt

Form FD 9000-8: FIELD INSTRUMENT CALIBRATIONlj RECORDS
INSTRUMENT (MAKE/MODEL#)i-If'WNA HI 'J6"2.B INSTRIJ)MENT # .+cS<-j9 Q

PARAMETER: [check only one]
OTEMPERATURE 0 CONDUCTIVITY 0 SALINITY )8tpH
o TURBIDITY 0 RESIDUAL CI 0 DO 0 O;THER --~.-----

STANDARDS: (Specify the type(s) of standards used for calibration, .the origin of'tne standards, the standard
~/ues, and the dale the slandards were prepared or purchased}

Standard A HA14N6 C.A~, .scLlITlOrJ ''1, b\ (s-fi) £;>6>.' j e,( (2.01 J

Standard B +jp.,NN {.\ (,AL .':xJ\..Y-(' Dol "'l, 0 I (HAJ fi'6P '. 0·1 1200 1~

Standard C H AN tlf\, (Al.- $~\.-V"'!i?CJ , D, (\, ('f~)t'f:P; 0"1/2.1:>13 :

ji;~~I~lg~~i:'::·~J},~~m~:!:::::::.:::j~l~!f.¥.~;~:::·:::':.:::::.~~~~~:::;::.::;::1.f~::~'l"%l~0:!i·:·:~·:::::;::~~vj~:·!::::iil~~I~f~:;m:::;;r.:!:::::::m:::~j~rn;:::·~~r""'·:~~BNw.:rtw.:·;;ii:cm.~::"'""·:::r~:::Jt~·:1.~>:':':':f~=·~·=:··:i:1

h.lc:fi% e: Lv. 1-\ 'q...()\ I\.:,·.~(.N ..- 'f 0;-J _ -~ i'T" e~\
'B-

o ORP

JJo::tI -'I f:C~5' ~1'T1.t,; \ii 1T
\ v~';~ J.~; (7~ '11Y~A

'I~i~ '.! (_j.~t'4r I i)-'~, &,\

1'.~'5 I
(~!./t=\. I b~"'\

'-1

., Df:.:AY63 ~""-;.-r

..:.. Ii). o i

-A, '+.C\

B 'l..t, C f

C· le,c,;

I·. I I I I 1 I, ·1 . I I

I· I I 1 1 ,. 1-: I I '1

,

Revision Date: February 1. 2004



DEP-SOP-001/01
FT 1000 General Field Testing and Measurement

Form FD i9000-8: FIELD INSTRUMENT C,ALlBRATION RECORDS
INSTRUMENT (MAKEtMODEL#) HI ci tt> "'2.~ INSTRUMENT # o?:\o31:t?
PARAMETER: {check ! onfy one}

o TEMPERATURE 0 CONDUCTIVITY 0 SALINITY DpH 0 ORP

o TURBIDITY 0 RESIDUAL CI ~ DO 0 OTHER _

STANDARDS: (Specify the type(s) of standards used for calibration, the origin of the standards, the standard
values, and the date the standards were prepared or purchased]

Standard A SK\uRf5T€1> A\/s
Standard 8 _

Standard C

gyg2' B I;:>C\ i)'Io, r~rr

I t-l i>~"12\ 11 .."_1<>,,'_ e »s: 'loS'.;> tl~i3 1+3f\ 8dL
"'"

Revision Date: February 1. 2004



DEP-SOP-001/01
FT 1000 General Field Testing and Measurement

Form FD ~)OOO-8: FIELD INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION RECORDS
INSTRUMENT (MAKE/MODEL#) t:-\ ANNA \--\;1.3~i!.!? INSTRUMENT # 0 g\ 0''3 ·t:.~G

PARAMETER: [check only one]
o TEMPERATURE 0 CONDUCTIVITY 0 SALINITy~pH 0 ORP

o TURBIDITY 0 RESIDUAL CI 0 DO 0 OTHER ...-- _

STANDARDS: (Specify the type(s) of standards used for calibration, the origin of the standards, the standard
values, and the date thoetenderds were prepared or purchased}

Standard A H ANN Ai ~ ~to') \ (.~+J) txF.' C."I 12 C~\3

Standard B )-\ANN A; •..J, D\ Cs~i) t!XPI O~ I ~jC;,\ 3

Standard C u\-\t\NtM-\ \ c, D\ Ls\·J") t.'f..f: e;.,q flu) '3
, . 1

- _ . - Vw _
1' \.)\ i., Y"" _\

, ~."'i -'"'l,t}\ \ t s» -LNi(1---' \ 'L I i~ ..Q\ I \ I -..' I I Ik!,(I,£.R'
'f.{)\ I \' rt~Rt,::, I~i I <::1'" iJ.

~ ~
i~~ . el\ I I

i\
~ \D. t:'\

c. "i;.> (~R.··
~\ .

\

Revision Date: February 1, 2004



DEP-SOP-001/01
FT 1000 General Field Testing and Measurement

DORP
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Form FD 9000-8: FIELD INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION RECORDS
INSTRUMENT (MAKE/MODEL#) l-\f\hJt-ir". y,\-;l, c~8;zP INSTRUMENT # C'g\ 03 z ± 2-

PARAMETER: [check only one]
o TEMPERATURE 21CONDUCTIVITY 0 SALINITY 0 pH OORP

o TURBIDITY 0 RESIDUAL CI 0 DO 0 OTHER ---

STANDARDS: [Specify the type(s) of standards used for calibration, the origin of the standards, the standard
values, and the date the standards were prepared or purchased}
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Appendix B 

 
Laboratory Report – Surface Water Sample Points 

  





























































































 
Appendix C 

 
Laboratory Report – Leachate 

  

















































































































































































 
Appendix D 

 
EDD Files – Field Data; Laboratory Data, and Error Logs (CD Files) 

 




